AWF SECTION
REPORT FOR THE PERIOD JUNE - OCTOBER 2005

1. Communication tools:
The committee is working on the creation of a marketing brochure to be distributed to the relevant organisations and NGOs.
A questionnaire should also be prepared to all AWF members to get an inventory of available skills and to ask the membership whether they are aware of any possible projects.

2. Contact with other organisations
Several Committee members have contacted international organisations and NGO’s to explore the possibilities of cooperation with these bodies.
So far, the contacts are good and our initiative seem to be welcomed.
Among the NGO contacted were PlanetFinance in France, First initiative and Finmark Trust in the Uk, AusAID inAustralia.

3. AWF session during the Paris Congress
AWF will have the opportunity to organise a one-hour plenary session (for Friday p.m.) in Paris. Any completed or intended projects would be showcased. If possible, involvement of ultimate beneficiaries would be good.
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